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“Starting the Year Well: Faithful Actions” 

Text: Luke 4:14-21 
    
Ole was a lifelong Lutheran, but he moved from his Native Minnesota to a little village in New 
Mexico.  Much to his surprise, he found no Lutherans.  Everyone was Catholic. 
 
That was fine with Ole and he made some good friends.  But Ole loved to grill and when the 
weather was nice he was in his backyard cooking some of his favorites.  He would be grilling 
steaks, brats and barbecue of all sorts.  The aroma would fill the neighborhood.  This, too, was 
fine until the spring when Lent began.  When the good Catholic neighbors gave up meat on 
Fridays, Ole would be in his backyard cooking his favorites.  The temptation was too much.  The 
neighbors called the priest to seek his advice. 
 
The priest visited Ole and invited him to church.  Ole visited, attended a few classes and decided 
to join.  Upon joining, the priest sprinkled a bit of holy water on him saying, “Ole, you were born 
Lutheran, you were raised Lutheran, but now you are a Catholic.” 
 
The neighbors were relieved, but when the next Friday arrived, again there was the smell of 
barbecue ribs emanating from Ole’s backyard.  The neighbors phoned the priest who came 
immediately and found Ole standing over a smoky grill.  As he started to enter the backyard, the 
priest saw Ole dabbing barbecue sauce on the smoky ribs saying, “You were born a cow, you 
were raised a cow, but now you are a walleye.” 
 
It leads me to begin this morning by saying that if you want to know who we are as individuals 
or as a church or a community or even as a nation, the place to look is not so much in what we 
say, but in our actions.  Following Lisa’s funeral, Gary and the family asked that we give away 
Lisa’s robes and clergy stoles to young clergy who could use them.  They wanted them to go to 
folks who would be able to use them.   
 
This week, a young clergy member came to the church and was looking at one of the robes.  I 
was asked to give my fashion advice.  Now, in fifty-five years of living, I don’t know that 
anyone has asked for fashion advice from me.  Having offered my advice, I could now tell you 
that I am a fashion consultant, but the truth is, were it not for the gentle advice and suggestions 
of my family, every day would be a potential fashion disaster.  Although I was asked one time to 
give advice, I am not a fashion consultant.  If you want to know who any of us are, pay less 
attention to what we say and more attention to how we live. 
 
It reminds me of the evangelist who was traveling in the country when he came upon an Amish 
man farming in the fields.  He evangelist stopped and watched the man for a bit so the Amish 
man came to the fence post to say hello. 
 



The traveling evangelist said the farmer, “Sir, are you a Christian?” 
 
The farmer thought about it for a moment and said, “I couldn’t really say for sure.” 
 
The evangelist was shocked by this and said, “What do you mean, you aren’t sure.  Either you 
are a Christian or you are not.  Which is it? 
 
The farmer replied, “I cannot answer that.  If you want to know if I am a Christian you need to 
ask the people who know me best.” 
 
That is a great perspective.  It isn’t about saying that we are a Christian.  The answer to our 
faithfulness is found in the way we live.  Our actions speak louder about our faith than the things 
that we say. 
 
As you know, last Monday, our church held its sixth annual First Cares.  On the morning of the 
Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday, we gather here at the church to engage in service projects that 
benefit the community.  Here in the sanctuary this morning are some of the blankets that were 
made to give to foster children.  To kids who often have little to call their own, these blankets are 
something they can receive for themselves.  
 
While some were making blankets, there were also folks making stuffed animals.  One group 
filled the animals with stuffing while another table sewed them securely.  Likewise, these 
animals will be given to children in need throughout our community.  At another table were folks 
making Valentine’s cards for our shut ins.  In a few weeks, these folks will open their mailboxes 
to find a handmade cards reminding them that they are loved. 
 
In the kitchen of the church were more people baking cookies for teachers throughout 
Bartholomew County.  These cookies were taken to the schools on Wednesday and shared, with 
personal notes of encouragement, to the teachers in our community thanking them for their work.   
 
And outside the walls of the church was a team of volunteers working at Turning Point, the 
domestic abuse shelter, helping to make the guests there feel at home.   
 
Do you want to know what kind of church this is?  We could tell you that we are a mission 
oriented church, but the truth our actions say it louder and better than any words.  This is who we 
are.  This is our identity.  We are a church where you can live out your faith in meaningful 
expressions that touch lives. 
 
But even as I tell you these stories, I want to share two quiet examples of this faithfulness.  I 
won’t share their names because I don’t want to put them on the spot, but I do want to tell you 
two beautiful stories. 
 
One family, on the way to First Cares, encountered a family in need.  The roads were still slick 
and snow covered.  They came upon a car in the ditch.  It would have been easy to drive on by 
and think, “We have some place we need to be.”  This family didn’t do that.  They pulled aside, 
got out and helped push this family in need out of the ditch.  They didn’t do it in hopes that they 
would get an orchid in the local paper.  They didn’t do it with the expectation that the pastor 



would mention it in the upcoming sermon.  They did it because that is the kind of people they 
are.  Faithfulness isn’t just about what we say; it is about what we do. 
 
The second story was another family that had come to work at First Cares.  On the way here, 
they had seen a homeless man on the street.  This made an impression upon their child.  After 
arriving at church and eating a warm breakfast, the young man asked whether they could go back 
and find this homeless man and buy him a hot breakfast.  And that is what they did.  Before 
beginning their service project here at church, they reached out to a man in need and provided 
comfort and care. 
 
These are not isolated stories.  I hear these kinds of things over and over again.  We can say that 
this is a caring church, but the real evidence of that is in our daily activities.  I see it in many 
different ways.  The kindness, the caring expressions, the help to folks in need, befriending those 
who are alone, seeking to make a difference to those who are hurting or in need.   
 
Father Richard Rohr sent an email devotion this week that spoke about the words of the 
Apostles’ Creed.  You have likely heard that creed, maybe even have it memorized.  It is a 
statement of faith that begins, “I believe in God the Father Almighty, creator of heaven and 
earth.  I believe in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord, who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, 
born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate….”  Father Rohr points out that there is a 
huge gap with a lot of missing details. 
 
The creed goes from the birth to the suffering and death without focusing upon the life that was 
lived between those events.  He asks, “Did all the things Jesus said and did in those years not 
count for much?  Were they nothing to ‘believe’ in?”  He points out that the creed doesn’t 
mention teachings like love, service, hope, forgiveness or anything that is remotely actionable. 
 
Father Rohr’s point is that we can profess all the right things of faith, but the real power is in the 
life that Jesus lived and our willingness to follow that example.  It isn’t enough to say the right 
things, it is about daring to act in faithful ways. 
 
When Jesus was a young man, he returned to Nazareth where he grew up.  As was his custom, he 
went to the local synagogue where he was invited to speak.  We don’t know a lot about the 
worship customs of that time, but scholars believe that there were various reading shared and that 
after each reading there would be a time of interpreting what that meant.   
 
Some of the readings were done by the leader of the synagogue, but in some instances, the leader 
would hand the Torah to one of the worshippers and ask them to read and interpret.  This would 
be a great honor.  In this case, the leader handed the scroll to Jesus who began to read the 
assigned reading from Isaiah. 
 
He opened the scroll and read the words saying, “The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he 
has anointed me to bring good news to the poor.  He has sent me to proclaim release to the 
captives and the recovery of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go free and proclaim the year 
of the Lord’s favor.”  After reading these words, Jesus respectfully rolled the scroll back up, 
gave it to the leader and then interpreted it with the words, “Today this scripture has been 
fulfilled in your healing.” 
 



Our reading ended there, but what follows is a mixed reaction from those present.  There were 
some who pondered this message.  Others, however became enraged.  This was nothing but the 
son of a carpenter in their mind.  How could he make such claims! 
 
And if he had done nothing beyond that, their anger would have been justified.  But Jesus’ 
ministry would be a constant reiteration of these words and the practice of kindness toward all in 
need.  He made room for the poor and hungry.  He befriended the lonely.  He gave those around 
him and all of us the ability to see things in new ways.  He sought justice for the oppressed. 
 
The power of this story is not found in the words of Jesus but the ways in which these words 
were practiced over and over again.  He didn’t just say the right thing, he lived it. 
 
And this is the part that challenges us today.  It isn’t a question of whether we can say the right 
thing.  It is a question of whether we can practice that faith in our day to day activities. 
 
The Gillette company just recently released a new advertising campaign called, “We Believe.”  It 
builds upon their longtime motto, “the best a man can get.”  The video shows men bullying, 
objectifying women and engaging in poor behavior.  Throughout the video men are heard 
condoning these behaviors saying things like, “Boys will be boys.” 
 
But then the advertisement goes on to question this status quo.  You see men standing up against 
folks being bullied.  You see men telling one another that it is not ok to objectify women.  You 
see men setting a more wholesome image for the boys who are watching and learning what it 
means to be a man.  In the end, it is an invitation to be something more, something better. 
 
The ad has been running online for a couple of weeks and has created quite a stir.  The full video 
on youtube has received 711,000 thumbs up and 1.2 million thumbs down.  The negative 
comments are quite discouraging and I had to stop reading them.  But the different responses 
serve to raise the important question: Will we only give lip service to equality or will we practice 
these things in our daily lives?   
 
Quite often, in our lives, our church, our community and nation we are quick to say the right 
things.  The harder task is to live these things.  As we conclude this sermon series on living in the 
new year, I want to invite you to the more difficult tasks.  May our year be filled with the 
challenge of practicing the faith we profess on Sunday morning in our daily tasks.  May our 
examples be the kind of thing that no one will ever have to wonder whether we are a Christian or 
not, they will see it in the way that we live. 


